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 Yoruba Cloths with Regal Names

 RUTH M. BOYER

 T he wearing of traditional robes and
 headgear fashioned from narrow

 bands of handwoven cloth lends visual

 splendor and social prestige to a Yoruba

 man. His body covered by a voluminous

 poncho-type garment enhanced by pro-

 fuse embroidery, he demonstrates one

 means of achieving status in a society

 known for its emphasis on conspicuous

 display of economic means (Figs. 1-4).

 There is a common Yoruba salutation,

 "Greetings on the spending of money"

 (Eku inawo), which reflects the fact that

 to attain the admiration of his fellows a

 man must have wealth and must spend

 it. He must contribute generously to

 funerals and other ceremonies of kin;

 he must spend money on his house and

 his clothing; he is expected to entertain

 as lavishly as possible his club members

 and other guests. A man uses his

 money so that others "will know him,"

 and so that he will attract a large

 number of followers. Bascom observed:

 "One of the important measures of so-

 cial position is the number and rank of

 the individuals who associate with him,

 and particularly who accompany him

 when he goes about town. No man of

 high rank would be seen in the streets

 alone, while an ordinary individual in-

 vites the members of his club (egbe) to

 his house for food and drink at the time

 of a religious ceremony, funeral, wed-

 ding, or any other important event, so

 that he may have a large crowd dressed

 in fine clothes following him when he

 goes in the streets. . ... Both men's and

 women's clubs have their own distinc-

 tive clothing by which their members

 can be recognized, and one of the typi-

 cal features of Yoruba religious cere-

 monies are the groups of about forty to

 sixty men or women, dressed alike, who

 are honoring one of their members as

 his or her guest" (Bascom 1951:497).

 The sheer impact of bulk and color

 and stripes created by an assemblage of

 individuals in close proximity, each per-

 son robed in identical pattern and hue

 as chosen by their particular club, is in-

 deed considerable. Traditionally, the fa-

 vorite colors of the Yoruba were tan, the

 rich natural tone of the silk known as

 sanyan; and blue, ranging from the

 palest to the deepest blue-black obtain-

 able from the indigo dyepots (Boyer

 1964:52). Reds and an occasional yellow

 were also traditional preferences. More

 recently, however, innovations in pat-

 tern and hue have come to be prized, so

 that there is a more varied palette and

 an increased reliance on commercially

 manufactured yarns rather than a de-

 pendence on handspun and locally

 dyed weaving elements.

 Possibly it was the strikingly elegant

 aspect of Yoruba costumes, allied as

 they are to social and economic factors,

 that prompted Professor William Bas-

 com and his wife, Berta, to collect over

 350 samples of narrow-band men's

 weaving from Oyo, Nigeria, during

 their fieldwork in that city from Feb-

 ruary through April of 1951. Each

 specimen had a different pattern and

 color or combination of colors, each was

 named and priced both by a weaver and

 a tailor, and each was designated as to

 whether or not it was used, and perhaps

 named, by a club.' The textiles were col-

 lected for the American Museum of

 Natural History in New York, and the

 Bascoms made a duplicate set for the

 Robert H. Lowie Museum of An-

 thropology at the University of Califor-

 nia, Berkeley. I made a technical textile

 analysis of the samples at the latter insti-

 tution, and initial research and correla-

 tions were begun using the Bascoms' ex-

 tensive field notes as a base. Eventually

 Professor Bascom and I co-authored an

 in-depth monograph (currently being

 prepared for publication) covering

 aesthetic tastes, textile and dye proce-

 dures, and various social factors among

 the Yoruba of Oyo. Sections of two

 paragraphs written by Bascom from this

 monograph read as follows: "Each of

 the patterns of narrow band cloth has a

 name, and many have several names.

 Little attention has been paid to these

 names in the literature. Although they

 are far more numerous, fewer have

 been published than either names of

 tie-dye designs or those woven on the

 women's loom. . . . Many patterns are

 named for the clubs that first wore

 them, and spread the clubs' fame if they

 become generally popular. . . . Some

 are named for a prominent political

 leader, or labor leader, or a traditional

 ruler. Some can be dated by their refer-

 ence to the crowning of a king, the

 death of a chief, or the return of a well

 known personage from a pilgrimage."

 The questions inherent in the above

 quotation are intriguing. It was decided,

 therefore, to devote the present article

 to the results of an investigation of those

 specimens in which at least one name,

 given by either the weaver or tailor, or

 by both, included a reference to regal

 individuals-kings, chiefs, heads, or

 gods (see chart, p. 98). One assumes

 such distinguished figures to be at the

 top rung of the Yoruba prestige ladder.

 Might one also discover superior or out-

 standing technical weaving aspects in

 the cloths so named? How do they

 compare in price to other bands? How

 many are preferred by clubs? Or is the

 name merely a name? Finally, how fre-

 quently did such names appear in 1951?

 Some 27 of 354 samples2 referred to

 kings, chiefs or heads; 8 more referred

 to gods either in name or in use of the

 fabric. Two of the specimens (see chart,

 nos. 5-11,041 and 5-11,104) included both

 "king" and "god" in their names, thus

 indicating an equation of ruler and de-

 ity. In fact, then, we are concerned with

 a total of 33 samples.

 On behalf of space and reader inter-

 est, I will summarize findings on the

 technical aspects of textile analysis

 rather than give all the statistics.

 Widths, construction as related to pat-

 tern, thread count, fineness of yarns

 used, and care taken in the weaving

 process will be presented. In most in-

 stances the 33 bands will be compared

 with the averages of similar factors

 found in the total museum collection of

 354 cloth samples.

 Men's weaving in Oyo is charac-

 terized by the narrow width of the

 bands. The widths of the regally named

 strips fall within the average range for

 the collection as a whole. All but four

 are between 9.3 and 10.8 centimeters

 wide; the narrowest is 8.4 centimeters,

 the widest 11.8 centimeters.

 The museum collection specimens are

 predominantly woven in plain (tabby)

 weave, the simplest of interlacings, and

 are most frequently warp-striped. Sev-

 enteen of the 33 examples bearing regal
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 names are of this construction and de-

 sign. Twelve show both warp and weft

 striping, whereas in the total collection

 this patterning appears in less than 20%

 of the pieces. Two (both of the same pat-

 tern) are weft-striped only; the total col-

 lection has only four such bands. One

 sample displays ikat (yarn tie-dye) in a

 central warp stripe; fewer than 6% of

 the museum group are ikats. Brocaded

 motifs using a supplementary weft

 appear on one warp- and weft-

 patterned strip; 2% of museum samples

 are brocaded. It would seem, then, that

 comparatively more of the regal pieces

 depend on wefts for visual interest than

 is the case in the total collection. Also,

 these 33 have a high proportion of

 cloths with a large number of warp

 stripes of varying hue. This involves

 considerable planning during the warp-

 ing process. The ikat also must be warp

 planned, for certain portions of the yarn

 must be withheld from the dye bath.

 The stripes within the woven bands

 account for viewer enjoyment both in

 the fabric itself and in the costume (Figs.

 1-3). They are the clues to the names of

 the strips, and often their arrangement

 relates to objects in their titles. Field

 notes indicate that in three samples

 called "Streets of the Chief of Lagos,"

 the single-line pinstripes of the bands

 (see Fig. 5 for two of the specimens) are

 the "streets." The weaver's name for

 Figure 6 is "That Which Has Onions

 Which Has One Side." It is possible that

 the area of finest warp stripes repre-

 sents rows of dark stems and leaves of

 the onion plant. In the sample entitled

 "Whip of the Chief of Ibadan," the

 series of closely aligned blue and black

 pin stripes on tan ground may allude to

 the tails of a flail-like whip. How helpful

 it would be to question once again the

 informant naming the bands!

 Thread count is the ratio of warp to

 weft yarns within a given square mea-

 surement such as an inch. Warp-face

 cloths are those in which warps out-

 number wefts; on such fabrics any

 change of color in the warps stands out

 very clearly. Weft-face cloths are those in

 which wefts outnumber warps, and a

 "'square count" indicates an

 approximately equal ratio of warps to

 wefts. One must never assume, how-

 ever, that a cloth that is warp-striped

 always will in fact be warp-face. The

 same holds true for weft striping. In our

 group of 33, the two weft-patterned

 bands are warp-face. Only one of those

 regally named is weft-face (24:29), and

 this ratio is close enough to be consid-

 ered square count. This sample is one of

 indigo and white checks, a pattern

 using warp and weft yarns equally. In

 the only other checked sample, warps

 slightly outnumber wefts, but again, the

 count is almost square.

 The majority of the museum collec-

 tion specimens have a thread count of

 between 50 and 60 warps to between 20

 and 30 wefts. Almost half the regal

 samples have similar counts. Although

 the one with the lowest count (23:19) has

 a comparatively low price tag, the cloth

 is prestigious because its yarns are

 handspun (Fig. 7). At the other end of

 the thread-count scale, six specimens

 (Fig. 5 top, the light blue stripe in Fig.

 10) have a warp count of over 60, a fact

 that suggests high-quality, hard-

 wearing yardage. Four of these six were

 used by clubs in Oyo. However, many

 clubs prefer cloths with a low thread

 count, perhaps because of their usually

 lower cost.

 Most of the regally named textiles

 contain some warp and weft yarns so

 fine that it is difficult to determine

 whether they are skillfully handspun or

 are commercial threads. Often two such

 yarns are treated as one unit; such a pair

 is counted as one element in the thread

 count. This doubled usage tends to

 occur in yardage with a high thread

 count.

 Assuming that carefully woven strips

 of cloth without internal errors in the in-

 terlacing of warp and weft would be

 those coveted by buyers, I examined

 both weaving and selvedges. Most of

 the 33 have few, if any, internal mis-

 takes. In a finished garment selvedges
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 BANDS COMPOSING THE CAP CONTAIN IKAT.
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 are hidden within seams, but if the

 edges are straight, a narrower seam

 with less wasting of cloth is possible.

 But that fact seems to have little impor-

 tance in Oyo. Twenty-two of the exam-

 ples come within "somewhat careless"

 and "moderately neat" classifications,

 and none is deemed exceptionally even.

 (Selvedges are visible in all the illustra-

 tions of specimens.) In general, this is

 what was discovered in the museum

 collection as a whole, although there

 were a few very fine selvedges in the

 total group. The care taken in creating a

 selvedge seems to make no difference to

 the Yoruba either in price or in popu-

 larity of use by clubs.

 How expensive are these 33 speci-

 mens? The cost quoted on the field tags

 is for a strip approximately seven feet

 long. In 1951 a man's outfit took the fol-

 lowing lengths: ten for trousers;

 twenty-two for a short jacket; two for a

 hat; sixteen for an all-covering robe. Im-

 agine, then, the cost of outfitting all the

 men in a fifty-member club! In addition,

 one would have to add the expense of

 the lavish embroidery. Obviously, the

 price of a length has to be considered

 when choosing patterns for group use.

 It was found that most bands in the mu-

 r-
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 3. AGBADA WITH A DIFFERENT STYLE CAP, AND CON-

 TRASTING SLEEVE LININGS, AND EXPENSIVE AND COL-

 ORFUL EMBROIDERY RIGHT 4. RULER OF A NORTHERN

 YORUBA KINGDOM WITH BEADING ON HIS CAP, THE

 HANDLE OF HIS WHISK, AND HIS SLIPPERS, ALL DISTIN-

 GUISHING SIGNS OF ROYALTY 1951.

 seum collection cost approximately

 three pounds. An ikat was usually

 priced at about four pounds. Among the

 33, the highest price per length was four

 pounds, ten shillings, which was

 quoted by one informant for four

 specimens (see three of these in Fig. 5,

 top and bottom; Figs. 9, 13). Of these

 only Figure 13 was chosen by a club. The

 two least expensive bands (Fig. 7 is one)

 were quoted at between one pound, ten

 shillings, and one pound, fifteen shil-

 lings. Both of these cloths were used by

 clubs. Nineteen of the 33 were priced

 between two pounds, fifteen shillings,

 and three pounds, fifteen shillings.

 Finally, we come to color. The ever-

 present hue of indigo, according to the

 Bascoms, was one of the most impres-

 sive of all sights in Oyo. As is well

 known, blue is probably the single most

 favored traditional color. In the 33 sam-

 ples, indigo, ranging from very light to

 almost black, is used in the largest per-

 cent of the width in 18 specimens, tan or

 beige in 9, red in 7, green in 2, and

 white in 1. Other examples use all the

 above colors, sometimes adding a little

 yellow, but no single hue predominates.

 Blue seems to be the favored color for

 most of the wefts as well, except in the

 tan and white cloths. Twenty of the 33

 bands were chosen for use by clubs.

 One cloth that imparts the aura of in-

 digo, although elaborately interspersed

 with red and white, is seen in Figure 8.

 Splendid in patterning, in color, and in

 name, it refers to the head of the Oyo

 Muslims. This example, warp- and

 weft-striped, with wefts in alternating

 4
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 stripes of indigo and rich red, is priced

 at four pounds or more and was chosen

 to be worn by a club. It is indeed regal.

 The warps shown in Figure 12 are

 approximately half solid tan and half

 solid red. The tan is not true sanyan, nor

 does real silk appear in any of the 33

 samples. The wefts are alternating rows

 of royal blue and white. Again, this is a

 visually complicated specimen, but

 simple in terms of weaving, and it sells

 at a medium price of three pounds, ten

 shillings. Its colors are among those tra-

 ditionally preferred, and its cost is

 within reason for purchase by all the

 members of all the clubs of Oyo. It is

 sufficiently prestigious to honor a royal

 personage.

 Figure 11 is one of the two predomin-

 antly green cloths of the group of 33.

 The field notes attached to it are particu-

 larly interesting. They state that it is

 "king of dye," referring to indigo, be-

 cause it is finer than dye (indigo?) and

 yet it never went to the dye pots to re-

 ceive a blue hue! Of moderate cost al-

 though using very fine yarns, this strip

 was not purchased by a club.

 Certainly all of the specimens whose

 titles refer to godly or regal personages

 are themselves superior to other bands

 in some specific way. They appropriately

 praise the names they bear.

 There is one more sample that merits

 attention. This is Figure 13, an ikat of

 splendid simplicity and outstanding

 beauty. Primarily of deep indigo color, it

 is highlighted by a lighter blue and ac-

 cented with hues of imitation silk and

 wine red in the tie-dye section. Its warp

 count is very high (62:29); its cost is con-

 siderable (four pounds, ten shillings).

 Nonetheless, it was obviously highly es-

 teemed among the Yoruba and was used

 by one of their clubs. Its name befits

 its excellence of workmanship: "The

 King's Reign Is Sweet for Oyo." The

 reference is to Alafin Alaiyeluwa

 Adeyemi II, who ruled in 1951, the time

 of the Bascoms' research. To me, this

 magnificent band merits laurels above

 all the others.It is especially worthy to

 honor a king. O

 Notes, page 98

 TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: 5. TWO SAMPLES ENTITLED

 "STREETS OF THE CHIEF OF LAGOS." 6. "TO DIE WITH THE

 KING WHICH HAS RED." 7."KUTI OF GBADE SITS DOWN."

 REFERS TO THE ENTHRONEMENT OF THE KING OF OYO

 IN 1945. ITS THREAD COUNT IS LOW, ITS YARNS HAND-

 SPUN, ITS COLORS AMONG THE MOST PREFERRED.

 CENTER, LEFT TO RIGHT 8. "THE IMAM IS IN THE RIGHT,

 OR WINS HIS CASE IN COURT" 9. "KING OF ABEOKUTA

 EATING BITTER LEAF" AN EXPENSIVE CLOTH. 10. "THERE

 IS NO KING LIKE GOD." BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: 11.

 "KING OF INDIGO DYE." 12. "ARRIVAL FROM MECCA OF

 THE KING OF OYO" IN 1950, THE PATTERN WORN BY ALL

 CLUBS WHEN THEY MET THE ALAFIN. 13. "THE KING'S

 REIGN IS SWEET FOR OYO."
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 BOYER, Chart, from page 42: CLOTHS WITH REGAL NAMES IN THE LOWIE MUSEUM

 Names Referring to King/Chief/Head

 No. 5-11,041. Oba bi Olorun ko si: "There is no king like God" (Fig. 10).

 No. 5-11,047. Adebisi fowo rori ku: "Adebisi [name of an Ibadan chief] died resting his head on his hand."

 No. 5-11,052. Abo Maka t'Alafin: "Arrival from Mecca of the King of Oyo [in 1950]" (Fig. 12). All societies/clubs wore this

 pattern when they met the Alafin.

 No. 5-11,062. Kuti Gbade joko: "Kuti [a name] of Gbade sits down" (Fig. 7). Refers to the enthronement of the King of Oyo,

 Alafin Alaiyeluwa Adeyemi II, in 1945.

 No. 5-11,099. Popo Eleko: "Streets of the Chief of Lagos" (Fig. 5, top).

 No. 5-11,100. Popo Eleko (Fig. 5, bottom).

 No. 5-11,101. Popo Eleko.

 No. 5-11,103. Lemamu jare: "The Imam [head of the Oyo Muslims] is in the right, or wins his case in court" (Fig. 8).

 No. 5-11,104. Oba ni bo asiri: "God [literally, King] is the one who keeps secrets."

 No. 5-11,159. Oba ndade: "King putting on crown."

 No. 5-11,170. Atori Olubadan: "Whip of the Chief of Ibadan."

 No. 5-11,191. Oba ndara: "King is doing something new."

 No. 5-11,192. Oba ndara.

 No. 5-11,199. Oloba meta: "That which has three kings."

 No. 5-11,206. Ademola: Personal name of the late Alake or King of Abeokuta who took office in 1920.

 No. 5-11,212. Oba Sabo: "King of Sabon Gari," the Hausa quarter at Ibadan.

 No. 5-11,241. Oloba alaro: "King of indigo dye" (Fig. 11). So named because it is finer than indigo, yet it has never gone to

 the dye pots.

 No. 5-11,245. Alake njewuro: "King of Abeokuta eating bitter leaf [Vernonia amygdalina and V coloratal" (Fig. 9).

 No. 5-11,266. Abobaku onipupa: "To die with the king which has red."

 No. 5-11,267. Abobaku onipupa.

 No. 5-11,268. Abobaku onipupa (Fig. 6).

 No. 5-11,269. Abobaku onipupa.

 No. 5-11,297. Aseyin gba fosi: "Chief of Iseyin takes 'first.' "

 No. 5-11,298. Alari Onikepegbade: "Red of Onikepe [a personal name] takes crown." Refers to the crowning of the Alafin or

 King of Oyo who ruled from 1911 to 1945.

 No. 5-11,301. Aseyin wole: "Chief of Iseyin enters house." Refers to his taking office.

 No. 5-11,332. Igba Alafin dun m'Oyo: "The King's reign [Alafin Alaiyeluwa Adeyemi II] is sweet for Oyo" (Fig. 13). This

 Alafin was ruling in 1951.

 No. 5-11,344. Onisaro: "Chief of Sierra Leone." Copied after an imported headtie.

 Names Referring to God(s)

 No. 5-11,013. Amala: "Yam porridge." Cloth for Orisha Oko, God of the Farm and protector against witchcraft.

 No. 5-11,041. Oba bi Olorun ko si: "There is no king like God" (Fig. 10).

 No. 5-11,083. Iya ma je: "Mother does not allow [or agree]." Cloth for Oshun, the River Goddess.

 No. 5-11,104. Oba ni bo asiri: "God [literally, King] is the one who keeps secrets."

 No. 5-11,154. Yepe: Cloth for Egungun, the deity for whom masked dancers appear.

 No. 5-11,155. Yepe.

 No. 5-11,270. (1) Odudua: Name of the deity who created the earth.

 (2) Egbe omo Odudua: "Club of the children of Odudua." Name of a quasi-political cultural association.

 No. 5-11,354. Amala: "Yam porridge." The pattern is the same as that of no. 5-11,013.

 PEEK, Notes, from page 41

 1. This is a composite account based on interviews with

 Ogadie Ukpeha (over 80 years old and the former Ugofuafo

 masquerader), with supplementary information from the

 Olize family elders and Browne Imoniero (who aided tre-

 mendously in the initial field work), 1971-72. Field work

 was made possible by an NIMH Cultural Anthropology Fel-

 lowship. I wish to thank Phillips Stevens, Jr., and Perkins

 Foss for allowing me to use their photographs.

 2. I observed Iyede's Oworu celebrations in 1971 with the

 first public ceremony, Amiedho, held on June 22.

 3. In Iyede, Oworu is considered to be a male deity, but the

 sexual identity of most Isoko deities is highly problematic

 (but perhaps not as critical as we seem to make such is-

 sues); see also Foss's discussion of this point concerning

 Evwreni's identification of Oworu as female (1973:22).

 4. Clearly there is much sexually based ambivalence sur-

 rounding these ceremonies, with women both honored

 (through Ewiode in Iyede) and abused. Foss notes that

 Evwreni's Oworu ceremonies are all in honor of women

 (1973:21). Much needs to be learned about this aspect be-

 fore it can be sorted out.
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 BOYER, Notes, from page 44

 1. Unfortunately, informants were not asked to indicate

 whether the club names for the cloth referred to male or

 female clubs. However, it was Bill Bascom's belief that

 those which refer to co-wives, to children, and to trading in

 foodstuffs, for example, were named by women's clubs.

 Therefore, one might assume that the cloths discussed in

 this article and designated as club names or as used by a club

 are associated with men's groups.

 2. I have all the technical information derived from study-

 ing the collections of bands, much of which will appear in

 the forthcoming monograph. Qualified scholars may com-

 municate with me.
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 CHRISTENSEN, Notes, from page 96

 Field research on which this paper is based was carried out

 in 1959-60 in the Morogoro District of Tanzania under a

 Senior Post-doctoral Fellowship from the National Science

 Foundation. I also wish to acknowledge the assistance of

 Father Vermunt, then at the Kekeo mission in Tanzania.

 Two of the stories included in this paper were provided by

 Fr. Vermunt, who had recorded them in Kiluguru.

 1. See Beidelman (1967) for a survey of these matrilineal

 groups of eastern Tanzania and a bibliography on the Lu-

 guru. This publication also contains a bibliography on

 Beidelman's extensive publications on Kaguru folktales.

 2. Of particular interest in this regard is a belief among the

 Luguru and other Tanzanians in mumiani. Like the English

 word "mummy," the term is said to derive from the Persian

 or Farsi word mumia, which in Hebrew and Arabic took on

 a number of meanings (see Patai 1964). It came into Swahili

 from Arabic, and one meaning in East Africa was a resin

 used in folk medicine. However, the most common usage is

 in reference to people who are believed to capture and kill

 others to use their blood to make a medicine or for use in

 evil magic. The Luguru regarded all non-Luguru as poten-

 tial mumiani. Some people, such as taxi drivers or prosti-

 tutes, were more suspect than others, and Arabs and

 Europeans were viewed with a high degree of distrust. It

 was widely held that some Europeans used blood to run

 airplanes, and brains to make anti-malarial medicine. Dur-

 ing the research a number of non-Luguru Africans in the

 area were warned by the Luguru not to wander around at

 night, and two Europeans thought to be mumiani were

 threatened with assault. There is a plethora of tales about

 mumiani activity among the Luguru, and everyone can cite

 anecdotes regarding these heinous happenings.

 3. The Luguru do permit extensive tricks and joking be:

 tween certain individuals or groups. Every Luguru clan has

 a joking relationship, known as utani, with at least one

 other clan. While this utani relationship includes social ob-

 ligations as well as joking, a wide latitude of behavior is

 permitted between a man or woman and their uatani

 (members of the other utani clan). This includes trickery,

 verbal abuse, obscene language, obscene action, confisca-

 tion of property and personal effects at funerals, and even

 sexual license in some cases. If comparable behavior occur-

 red between two Luguru who were not uatani, it would be

 grounds for action or adjudication (see Christensen 1963).

 4. During the 1970s Anansi the Spider appeared in a comic

 strip in a newspaper in Ghana. In the trickster tales he al-

 ways started in human form and ended up as a spider. In

 the comic strip he was always depicted as a spider. One

 explanation was that you could not have a human engag-

 ing in the antics of Anansi in the daily paper.

 5. In this story, two of the incidents after Chibarabara be-
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